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1. Introduction

GW98 except that they used a modified Goddard microphysics scheme including ice processes (Braun and Tao

Supercell storms are highly developing single convec-

(2000)). They suggested the cut-off mechanism proposed

tive clouds, which have a deep, persistent, rotating up-

by GW98 does not occur and the entrainment process of

draft. They are often accompanied by strong wind, heavy

dry air into ascending parcels mainly contributes to the

hailfalls, and extremely high lightning flash rates. Fur-

storm weakening. However, they discussed mainly sta-

thermore, the vast majority of strong to violent tornadoes

tionary squall lines having nearly two-dimensional struc-

(80%: Trapp et al. (2005b)) are associated with supercell

ture. It is possible that there are some additional suppres-

storms. Although not all the developed supercell storms

sion processes in cases of the supercell having compre-

(mesocyclones) are followed by the tornadoes (Trapp et al.

hensive three-dimensional structure.

(2005a)), they produce a favorable condition for tornado-

In this study, we investigate the relationship between

genesis by enhancing an upward perturbation pressure

mid-tropospheric dry air and the supercell evolution us-

gradient force (Markowski et al. (2012)). Thus, under-

ing a non-hydrostatic numerical model with the cold rain

standing the conditions of the supercell development re-

microphysics scheme. It extends the works of GW98 and

sults in improvements of the tornadogenesis predictability.

JM10 by the use of a cold rain microphysics scheme and

Influences of the mid-tropospheric moisture on the

detailed analyses of the supercell structure, respectively.

storm evolution are not sufficiently examined because the

We examined factors resulting in the differences of the

relatively coarse observation is only available. Dry air aloft

storms by using the backward trajectory analysis.

strongly affects the storm evolution through both the downdraft acceleration by enhanced evaporation of hydromete-

2. Methodology

ors (Gilmore and Wicker (1998), hereafter GW98) and the
a. Numerical model

updraft deceleration by the entrainment process (James
and Markowski (2010), hereafter JM10).

The Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS) Ver-

An oft-cited previous study, GW98 examined the influ-

sion 5.2.12 (Xue et al. (2000)), which solves a fully-

ence of mid-tropospheric dry air on the supercell storm

compressible equation system is used in this study. The

evolution by using numerical experiments with several ini-

domain size is 100 km×100 km horizontally and 20 km

tial conditions. In the environment having dry air aloft, the

vertically. The horizontal grid interval is 500 m and the

low-level outflow is excessively enhanced, so that it cuts

vertical grid size extends from 100 m at the ground to 700

off the low-level warm-moist inflow, resulting in the storm

m in the upper layer (52 levels). The lateral boundary con-

weakening. However, they used a Kessler warm rain mi-

ditions are open. The rigid walls are placed at the bottom

crophysics scheme, which had a bias of overestimation of

and top boundaries with a Rayleigh damping layer above

evaporation rates (Gilmore et al. (2004)). Because storm

14 km Above Ground Level (AGL). The 1.5-order turbulent

behavior and evolution of cold pools strongly depend on

kinetic energy closure scheme (Deardorff (1980)) is used

the microphysics parametarization (e.g., Dawson et al.

for the parametarization of sub-grid scale turbulence. The

(2010)), the results of GW98 are somewhat questionable.

WRF Single Moment 6 class scheme (WSM6; Hong and

On the other hand, there is a more recent study,

Lim (2006)), which predicts mixing ratios of water vapor,

JM10, which performed numerical experiments similar to

cloud water, rain, cloud ice, snow and hail, is applied to
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the microphysics parametarization scheme. The coriolis
effects, topography, the curvature of the earth, the surface
1

lent to the low equivalent potential temperature (θe ) layer.
The initial θe profiles are shown in Fig. 1. CAPEs calculated by using virtual temperature profiles of each experiment are 2669 J kg−1 (CNTL) and 2700 J kg−1 (DRY40),
respectively. The Mixed-Layer Lifting Condensation Level
(MLLCL) is 710 m (890 mb) and the melting level (0 ◦ C) is
located at the 3.8 km AGL. The bulk Richardson number
is about 29.
3. Results
a. Behavior of simulated storms
Figure 2 shows evolutions of simulated storm structures
in each experiment. At 60 min, structures and intensities of updrafts were similar (Figs. 2a, d, g, j). Downdraft
regions of CNTL were smaller and weaker than those of
F IG . 1. Initial θe profiles for CNTL (black) and DRY40
(red).

DRY40 (Figs. 2a, d, g, j).
After 120 min, the storms began to decay in the DRY40
experiment (Figs. 2e, h). The updraft maximum, precipi-

friction and radiation processes are excluded to simplify

tation and following downdraft of DRY40 were significantly

analyses. The simulations are run for 5 hours with time

weakened. That of CNTL maintained the structure and

steps of 3.0 s and 1.0 s for acoustic and the other modes,

intensity of storm convection until 180 min (Figs 2c, l).

respectively.

Thermodynamic structures near the surface show that
extremely low-θe air advects to the forward-flank region of
the storms in DRY40 and DRY10 at 60 min (Figs. 3d, g).

b. Initial conditions

There was also a downdraft region corresponding to the
The composite sounding of Del City storm (Ray et al.

Forward-Flank Downdraft (FFD). In contrast, the down-

(1981)), which produces the most typical supercell storm

drafts corresponding to the FFD in CNTL and DRY40U

occurred on May 20 1977 at Oklahoma, is used as initial

were not significant and θe was relatively high at the sur-

soundings of wind and temperature. An ellipsoidal ther-

face.

mal bubble having +2 K of maximum amplitude is placed

After 120 min, the low-θe air flowed into the updraft from

at the 1.5 km AGL to initialize the convection. The diame-

the forward-flank region of the storms in the DRY40 exper-

ters of bubble are horizontally 9 km and vertically 1.5 km,

iment (Figs. 3e, h). On the other hand, the updraft core

respectively.

regions were located along the gust front in the CNTL experiment, so that the low-θe air did not flow into the updraft.

To clarify the effects of dry air aloft, we modified a Relative Humidity (RH) sounding of the Del City storm below 5
km AGL (except near the surface) to 85%. This RH sound-

b. DRY40 storm weakening

ing is referred to as CNTL hereafter. As the initial RH
soundings of the sensitivity experiments, we also made

When the DRY40 storm began to decay, buoyancy of

a dry sounding, having the dry layer spanning from 1.7 km

the ascending parcels at the upper-level (5 km AGL) in

AGL to 4.2 km AGL. The height of the dry-layer center is

DRY40 was weaker than that in CTL (not shown). Thus,

located at the 2.2 km AGL and the RH was reduced to 40%

the storm weakening in DRY40 results from the insuffi-

on the center (DRY40 sounding). The dry layer is equiva-

cient buoyancy acceleration in the updraft core region. In
2

F IG . 2. Horizontal cross sections of rain mixing ratio (qr; shade), vertical velocity (w; contour), and horizontal wind
(vector) in (a-c) CNTL, and (d-f) DRY40 at 1 km AGL.

F IG . 3. As in Fig. 2, but for θe (shade) at 0.35 km AGL.
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order to clarify the causes of the buoyancy difference, we

(a) Height(km)

calculated backward trajectories from the upper-level (5

4
km

km AGL) updraft core regions at 130 min. The threedimensional wind field linearly interpolated from model
outputs (1 min time intervals) was used to trajectory calculations with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
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In both CNTL and DRY40, most parcels originated from
348

paths and θe evolutions in each experiment. Before as-
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cending (120 min), the parcels existed at 800 m AGL

344

K

below 1 km AGL. Figure 4 shows averaged trajectory

(DRY40) and 500 m AGL (CNTL), respectively (Fig. 4a).

342

The origin height and θe (DRY40: 343 K, CNTL: 345 K)

340

of the trajectories were consistent with initial θe soundings

338

(Figs. 1b, 4b). In DRY40, parcels existed around 500 m
g kg-1

AGL at 120 min could not ascend to 5 km AGL since θe of
the air was too low (Fig. 3e), so that the Level of Free Convection (LFC) of the air was located at the relatively higher
altitude. Thus, the less buoyancy in DRY40 partly caused
by the relatively-higher ascending-parcel origin height, reflecting the low-θe air advection near the surface.

(b) θe (K)
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Not only the differences of θe and following LFC before
F IG . 4. Temporal variations in averaged (a) height, (b)
θe , and (c) mixing ratios along trajectories of CNTL and
DRY40 calculated from the upper-level updraft core region
at 130 min (5 km AGL).

ascending but also the entrainment process played an important role in suppressing the convection in DRY40. The
θe evolution along the trajectory in the DRY40 experiment
showed a rapid decrease after 128 min (Fig. 4). In the dry
layer (1.7 km- 4.2 km AGL), environmental θe was smaller

abatic heating following melting processes (see Arakawa

than that of the ascending parcel (Figs. 1b, 4b). Thus, the

(2004)). In fact, mixing ratios of ice particles along the tra-

rapid θe decreasing of the ascending parcel in DRY40 re-

jectory in CNTL also increased, however, that in DRY40

flected the significant entrainment process of the environ-

did not increase, reflecting the relatively few amounts of

mental low-θe air. In contrast, the θe evolution in CNTL did

hydrometeors (Fig. 4c).

not decrease significantly with time. This fact was caused
by the presence of relatively high-θe air around the mid-

4. Discussion

troposphere and relatively low entrainment rate , reflecting
the rapid upward motion of the parcels (Fig. 4a).

As shown in above section, dry air aloft reduced the in-

Figure 4b showed that the θe evolution in CNTL rapidly

tensity and longevity of the supercell storm. Detailed anal-

increased with time after 129 min. Then, the height of

yses showed that the decay of the storm in the DRY40 ex-

the parcel was 4 km AGL, corresponding to the melting

periment resulted from the following two processes. The

level (Fig. 1), so that the increase of θe resulted from di-

one is the entrainment of dry air into the updraft, and another one is the low-θe air advection from mid-troposphere

A rate of the entrainment () is represented as follows (Gregory
(2001)):
aB
 = C c2
w
where wc is mean vertical velocity within the cloud area, B is buoyancy, and Ce (=0.25) and a(=1/6) are non-dimensional parameters. Thus,
strong vertical velocity reduces the entrainment rate.

to the low-level updraft region, so that buoyancy of the ascending parcels reduced. The former process was similar
to the mechanism indicated by JM10 but the later one was
not suggested in JM10. Now, let us discuss this point.
4

The latter process depends on the three-dimensional

three hours. However, the storm decayed after 130 min in

storm structure following the environmental wind (espe-

the DRY40 experiment. The budget analysis of the verti-

cially directional) shear. The storm downdrafts transport-

cal momentum equation showed that the buoyancy term

ing the low-θe air are driven by the loading and latent cool-

within the updraft region was weaker in DRY40 than that

ing of the hydrometeors. Thus, the downdraft location and

in CNTL at that time. This difference contributed to the

structure relate to the wind direction and following distribu-

storm decay in DRY40.

tions of hydrometeors at each level. Squall lines analyzed

To clarify the cause of the buoyancy weakening in the

by JM10 have nearly two-dimensional structure because

DRY40 experiment, the backward trajectories were cal-

they develop under unidirectional shear environment. The

culated from the upper-level updraft core region at 130

most hydrometeors produced by the convection flow into

min. In the CNTL experiment, the most parcels originated

the rear side of the system, so that the downdrafts are

from near the surface, while the most parcels originated

located at the rear side of the convection. Thus, the low-

from around 1 km AGL in DRY40 since the parcels around

θe air originated from mid-troposphere does not flow into

the surface which advected from the mid-tropospheric dry

the low-level updraft region in the squall lines analyzed by

layer had the relatively low (high) θe (LFC altitude).

JM10.

The θe variation along the trajectories in DRY40 tended

JM10 also examined the case of the supercell storm

to decrease with time, corresponding to the entrainment

with dry air aloft but did not suggest the low-θe air ad-

process of environmental dry air into the updraft. The en-

vection at the low level, resulting in the storm weakening.

trainment process acted from the storm initialization. How-

However, in fact, the low-θe advection process also acted

ever, the storm decay in DRY40 was significant after the

in JM10. The entrainment process of dry air becomes sig-

advection of the low-θe air to near the surface. Thus, the

nificant only within the dry layer. The updraft mass flux

contribution of the entrainment process to the storm decay

calculated in the supercell case of JM10 significantly re-

was relatively small.

duced above the bottom of the dry layer (2.5 km AGL),
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while it also decreased below the dry layer (see JM10;
Fig. 21). The decrease of the updraft mass flux below the
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as shown in the present study.
The supercell storms analyzed by the present study
usually develop under the strong velocity and directional
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